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Abstract

We present a system in which a user leverages a per-

sonal mobile device to establish trust on a public comput-

ing device, or kiosk, prior to revealing personal informa-

tion to that kiosk. We have designed and implemented a

protocol by which the mobile device determines the identity

and integrity of the software running on the kiosk. A simi-

lar protocol simultaneously allows a kiosk owner to verify

that the kiosk is running only approved software. Our sys-

tem combines a number of emerging security technologies,

including the Trusted Platform Module, the Integrity Mea-

surement Architecture, and new support in x86 processors

for establishing a dynamic root of trust. In ongoing work,

we plan to use virtual machines to support the important

case where the user wishes to run personal software on the

kiosk. We are also continuing to explore several open issues

we have identified surrounding trust in a kiosk scenario.

1 Introduction

Public computing kiosks, such as an airline check-in ter-

minal or a rental computer at an Internet café, have become

commonplace. While kiosks enable general-purpose com-

puting without the user carrying a bulky laptop, the user

must assume that a kiosk is performing only its intended

function, or more specifically, that it has not been compro-

mised by an attacker. A compromised kiosk could harm the

user by, e.g., stealing private data. Similarly, the owner of a

kiosk wants to ensure that the kiosk is not used to perform

malicious acts for which he may be liable.

This paper presents a system in which a user, by leverag-

ing the capabilities of a trusted personal mobile device such

as a smartphone, gains a degree of trust in a kiosk prior to

using it. Trust is the expectation that a computer system

will faithfully perform its intended purpose. We refer to a
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Figure 1. Kiosk computing scenario

kiosk as trustworthy if we can verify the identity and in-

tegrity of the software running on that kiosk. We do not

protect against hardware attacks but note that software at-

tacks, such as keystroke logging, are far more common.

In this context we have designed a protocol by which

the mobile device establishes that the kiosk is running only

trustworthy software. Only after this protocol has success-

fully completed will the user reveal personal information,

e.g., credit-card data, to the kiosk. We have incorporated a

similar protocol by which a supervisor machine, acting on

behalf of the kiosk owner, verifies that the kiosk is running

only approved software. If unapproved software is found,

the owner can take action to disable the kiosk by, for exam-

ple, removing it from the network.

We have implemented our trust establishment protocols

along with the overall system to demonstrate the viability

of our solution. Our prototype, depicted in Figure 1, uses a

mobile phone as the personal device, a PC as the kiosk, and

a BlueTooth wireless link to communicate between them.

We use a second PC as the supervisor machine connected

to the kiosk via the wired Internet.

The main contribution of this work to date is the ex-

perimental demonstration of a system for trustworthy kiosk

computing that brings together a number of emerging se-
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curity technologies and standards. We utilize new x86 pro-

cessor support for establishing a dynamic root of trust on

commodity computing platforms that incorporate AMD’s

Secure Virtual Machine Technology [5] or Intel’s Trusted

Execution Technology [9]. In addition, we leverage the

Trusted Platform Module (TPM) [8] together with the In-

tegrity Measurement Architecture (IMA) [14] to provide

both user and owner with proof that only trustworthy soft-

ware has been loaded on the kiosk. In ongoing work, we

plan to use virtual machine technology to allow the user to

run personal software on the kiosk in addition to software

provided by the kiosk owner.

We have identified a number of open problems in the

course of this work. For example, a kiosk could reboot and

run malicious software after presenting proof that it is run-

ning trustworthy software but before the user reveals per-

sonal data. We are pursuing solutions to these problems

and discuss our status in Section 5.

2 System Design

2.1 Technological Foundations

Trusted Platform Module (TPM): The TPM [8] is a

hardware component that is increasingly available in per-

sonal computers and servers at a fraction of the cost of other

secure hardware such as a coprocessor. It provides a vari-

ety of security functions, including cryptographic primitives

such as signatures and secure storage for small amounts of

data such as keys. The TPM is resistant to software attacks

because it is implemented in hardware and presents a care-

fully designed interface.

Especially notable is the TPM’s ability to store cryp-

tographic hashes, or measurements, of loaded software

components in a set of Platform Configuration Registers

(PCRs). PCRs are initialized at boot time and may not be

otherwise reset, with one important exception described be-

low. They may only be modified via the extend operation,

which takes an input value, appends it to the existing value

of the PCR, and stores the SHA1 hash of the result back

in the PCR. The cryptographic properties of this operation

state that it is infeasible to reach the same PCR state through

different sequences of inputs.

Integrity Measurement Architecture (IMA): The TPM

may be used to achieve Trusted Boot, where measurements

stored in PCRs are used to verify that the loaded BIOS, Boot

Loader, and OS kernel meet expectations. IMA [14] ex-

tends Trusted Boot by additionally measuring applications

and configuration files. IMA maintains an in-kernel mea-

surement list containing a text description and the corre-

sponding hash value of each software component measured.

IMA further provides an attestation protocol that allows

a remote IMA verifier to challenge the integrity of an IMA

platform. The IMA attestation server replies with the cur-

rent measurement list, along with a quote containing the

current PCR values signed by the TPM. The remote veri-

fier then uses the measurement list to replay the sequence

of PCR extend operations and verify that the resulting final

PCR value agrees with the signed quote. Finally, the verifier

compares the measurement list to a measurement database

of known software, thus verifying the identity and integrity

of software on the challenged system.

Dynamic Root of Trust for Measurement (DRTM): As

mentioned, general PCRs are initialized at boot time and

cannot be reset. Trusted Boot uses these PCRs to estab-

lish a static root of trust, which must include all software

loaded since boot, starting with the BIOS. Recent exten-

sions to the x86 architecture support the establishment of a

dynamic root of trust by allowing a special PCR (PCR 17)

to be reset at any time by a special CPU instruction, skinit

in AMD processors and senter in Intel processors. This

atomic instruction takes as input a 64KB section of code

known as the secure loader, resets PCR 17, measures the

secure loader, extends PCR 17 with this measurement, and

transfers control of the processor to the secure loader.

2.2 Challenges in Verifying Software In-
tegrity

We equip each kiosk with an IMA attestation server, and

each mobile device and kiosk supervisor with an IMA veri-

fier. To determine software integrity, the IMA verifier must

have access to the expected hash values of all software com-

ponents loaded on a kiosk, in order to compare them against

the current values from the kiosk. It would be impractical to

track every potentially relevant software component in the

world so as to include its hash in a measurement database.

However, several aspects of our system combine to

greatly mitigate this problem. First, kiosks often have re-

stricted functionality, which reduces the number of software

components that must be tracked, especially applications.

Second, establishing a DRTM after the BIOS has run elim-

inates the BIOS from the Trusted Computing Base (TCB),

which implies that the IMA verifier need not track numer-

ous BIOS versions across different kiosks. Third, the mo-

bile device must rely on a trusted third party (e.g., the user’s

bank or other service provider) to create the measurement

database, which must be digitally signed by the third party

to guarantee its integrity. The mobile device can thus obtain

signed databases only as needed, either directly from the

third party, e.g., via a cellular network, or from the kiosk

itself.
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Figure 2. Trust Establishment Protocol between Mobile Device and Kiosk

2.3 Trust Establishment Protocol

Our trust establishment protocol is shown in Figure 2.

The mobile device initiates the protocol (Step 0), then

presents authorization to use the kiosk (Step 1). Prior to ini-

tiating the protocol, the user must have obtained this autho-

rization from the kiosk owner. The authorization protocol

is opaque in the diagram to indicate that a variety of mecha-

nisms may be used (e.g., anonymous proof of payment), as

long as they do not require the user to reveal personal data

because the kiosk is not yet trusted. In cases involving free

public kiosks, the authorization protocol may be omitted.

In Steps 3 and 4, the kiosk proposes a list of available

software configurations, and the mobile device selects the

one desired by the user. If the kiosk is not already running

the desired configuration, it must reboot following the se-

quence in Step 5. In either case, the kiosk alerts the mobile

device when the desired configuration is running (Step 6).

The mobile device then challenges the kiosk using the

IMA attestation protocol (Step 7), receiving in response an

IMA measurement list and signed TPM quote (Step 8). If

the attestation protocol completes successfully, the mobile

device decides the kiosk is trustworthy and informs the user

of this fact (Step 9). The user may then proceed to use the

kiosk, which may involve revealing personal data (Step 10).

3 Prototype Implementation

Our prototype comprises three parties shown in Figure 1:

a mobile device, a kiosk, and a kiosk supervisor. Our mobile

device is a Nokia N70 smartphone with GSM/GPRS and

BlueTooth wireless connectivity. The smartphone runs the

Symbian Series 60 platform, which supports Java 2 Mobile

Edition (J2ME). Our kiosk is a desktop PC equipped with

an AMD SVM-capable processor, an Infineon TPM 1.2, and

an Iogear USB BlueTooth adapter. The kiosk runs the Xen

hypervisor managed by a virtual machine running Linux.

Our kiosk supervisor is a generic Linux PC.

The rest of this section describes the software we added

to the mobile device and kiosk to carry out the trust estab-

lishment protocol shown in Figure 2. The kiosk supervisor

simply runs an existing IMA verifier [14] to periodically re-

quest an integrity attestation from the kiosk.

3.1 Mobile device software

For the phone we wrote a J2ME application that interacts

with the user, as well as a new IMA verifier for the J2ME en-

vironment that talks to the kiosk over BlueTooth. We used

the Bouncy Castle [13] library for all cryptographic opera-

tions carried out by the IMA verifier, such as replaying PCR

extend operations and verifying TPM signatures. Finally,

we pre-loaded measurements of all the software expected

to run on our prototype kiosk, including Xen, Linux, and

the additional components described below.

3.2 Kiosk software

We added three software components to the kiosk plat-

form: a new kiosk front-end application, an existing IMA

attestation server [14], and a modified version of the OSLO

secure loader [10].

Kiosk front-end: The front-end interacts with the phone

over BlueTooth to establish the desired software configu-

ration, reboots the machine into this configuration if neces-

sary, and provides a conduit for the mobile phone to retrieve
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measurements from the IMA attestation server. The front-

end application is written in Java 2 Standard Edition (J2SE),

with some help from Perl scripts to manipulate the configu-

ration of the GRUB boot loader.

Secure Loader: Step 5 in Figure 2 outlines the kiosk boot

sequence. After rebooting, the BIOS runs the GRUB boot

loader, which in turn launches the OSLO secure loader. We

use GRUB to load multiboot modules from disk, allowing

OSLO to remain simple. OSLO establishes a dynamic root

of trust for measurement (DRTM) by invoking skinit, then

measures and runs the Xen hypervisor and the Linux ker-

nel. As described in Section 2.1, skinit atomically measures

the secure loader itself, stores the result in the TPM, and

transfers execution to that loader.

Standard OSLO does not keep a list of the measurements

done by skinit and by OSLO itself. As described in Sec-

tion 2.1, such a list is needed by the IMA verifier to replay

the measurement sequence. We extended OSLO to record

the measurements of itself, the hypervisor, and the kernel in

the Advanced Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI) ta-

ble maintained in system memory by the BIOS. We used the

ACPI table to communicate this list to IMA because there is

no higher-level communication facility such as a file system

available when OSLO runs.

There is an important subtlety in the use of a DRTM:

software that runs after the DRTM is established must never

invoke code that has not already been measured into the

TPM. In the case of our prototype, nothing may invoke the

BIOS after OSLO runs because OSLO does not measure the

BIOS. We satisfy this requirement because neither Xen or

the version of Linux used in Xen virtual machines ever call

back into the BIOS or permit applications running inside a

VM to do so.

4 Personalized Computing Environments

In ongoing work we plan to use virtual machine (VM)

technology to support the important case where the user

wishes to run personal software on the kiosk, in addition

to software provided by the kiosk owner. Internet Sus-

pend/Resume [11] and SoulPad [4] have shown how VMs

can be used to run complete personal computing environ-

ments on kiosks. However, both efforts left unresolved the

trust issues that are the focus of this work.

We plan to use the trust establishment protocols pre-

sented earlier to verify that a kiosk is running a trustwor-

thy hypervisor environment before a user allows a personal

VM to run on the kiosk. This approach allows a user to

verify that the kiosk’s hypervisor offers his VM strong iso-

lation guarantees, while also allowing the owner to verify

that the kiosk’s hypervisor is configured to contain any VM

that should engage in malicious activity.

5 Open Problems and Possible Solutions

Run-Time Attestation: The technologies described ear-

lier guarantee the state of all kiosk software at the time it

is loaded. Such guarantees represent a significant improve-

ment over no guarantees, but these technologies do not track

the state of software while it is running. Providing stronger

run-time guarantees is a difficult problem and the focus of

active research (e.g., [16]). Future run-time attestation so-

lutions should be incorporated into our trust-establishment

protocol, but we do not address this problem further.

Kiosk-in-the-Middle Attack: The kiosk in front of the

user, or local kiosk, could run malicious software that re-

lays data between the mobile device and a second, remote

kiosk. The remote kiosk could run and attest to the intended

software stack, thus fooling the device into trusting the local

kiosk. The local kiosk could then snoop on and misuse per-

sonal data. This problem is similar to the chess grandmaster

problem [1]. To prevent this attack we need to ensure that

the TPM quote was signed by a TPM inside the local kiosk.

One possible solution involves cryptographically bind-

ing the certificate for a secure channel endpoint (e.g., SSL

or IPSec) to the signing key of a TPM located on the same

system [6]. If we establish a secure channel between the

mobile device and a kiosk, the problem reduces to verifying

that the secure channel terminates in the local kiosk. We

are investigating methods for displaying a random string on

a terminal endpoint that is running a known software stack

in a manner that cannot be replicated on another machine.

A second possible solution involves encoding in a bar-

code the the public signing key of the TPM inside the kiosk.

This barcode could be displayed on the outside of a kiosk

using a tamper-evident medium (such as glass) and scanned

with the camera present on modern mobile devices [12, 15].

Assuming no hardware attacks, if the scanned key can be

used to successfully verify the signature on the integrity at-

testation, the user would know that the TPM doing the at-

testation resides inside the local kiosk.

Reboot-between-Attestations Attack: A kiosk could re-

boot and run malicious software after attesting to its soft-

ware integrity but before the user reveals personal data.

The malicious software could then misuse the personal data.

Even if the user or owner repeats the attestation request, a

time window would remain during which the kiosk could

reboot into and out of malicious software without being de-

tected. To solve this problem we need to ensure that the

kiosk has not rebooted between the time of attestation and

the time of use.

We have submitted to the Trusted Computing Group sev-

eral extensions to current TPM standards that would enable

remote parties to detect reboots between attestations [7].
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One possibility is to incorporate a reboot counter in the

TPM quote command. This problem is not specific to the

kiosk scenario, and must be resolved to enable the safe use

of remote attestation in general.

6 Related Work

Surie et al. [18] investigate means of establishing trust in

a kiosk through the use of a simple low-cost storage device

(e.g., a flash drive). The kiosk boots from this device, which

contains a minimal software root of trust that uses IMA to

measure subsequent software modules. Their approach em-

phasizes low cost but is susceptible to an attack where the

software root of trust is booted within a rogue virtual ma-

chine. We prevent this attack by using a hardware root of

trust, i.e., the TPM.

Asokan et al. [2] describe how a trusted server may assist

a user in authenticating a kiosk. However, they do not verify

the integrity of the kiosk software. Brands et al. [3] bound

the physical distance between two communicating parties

using time delays. Although their approach is not accurate

enough to detect an attacker who is in close proximity to

either party, it may help make kiosk-in-the-middle attacks

more difficult. Stajano and Anderson [17] propose the use

of physical contacts to establish a shared secret that subse-

quently enables secure wireless communication. While less

prone to tampering than barcodes, this technology requires

hardware not widely available on mobile devices.

7 Conclusions

We have presented the design and implementation of a

system that allows a mobile user to gain a degree of trust

in the software running on a public computing kiosk. The

system also allows kiosk owners to enforce the integrity

of kiosk software. Our prototype brings together several

emerging trusted computing technologies and standards.

We are continuing to explore issues raised by this work, and

to propose our solutions to standards bodies where relevant.

We feel that our system is making significant progress to-

wards protecting the interests of both users and owners of

public computing facilities.
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